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Design synopsis:
I chose to recreate space invaders. The arcade classic has been reiterated countless times and across
multiple platforms. For example, the unique PlayStation version has many distinct levels with their
own challenging enemies, whereas the mobile version on Nokia flipped the orientation on its side
and gave the player two-dimensional movement. These two examples along with almost every other
space shooter, have derived from and iterated upon space invaders in some way, which means that
it is quite challenging to create a new selling point for the series. Along with this innate design
challenge of space invaders I chose this game since it is the one from the four that I have played the
most of. Furthermore, I believe there is elegance in its simplistic design and in its pressure over time.
There are few implementation challenges I faced over development. First, creating a system to reset
the position of each object in the alien array became quite challenging as despite my initial instinct
to create a vector variable to hold a position at start was correct, realising that I needed an array of
positions came after trial and error. Also, ensuring there only be one bullet in the scene was
interesting as it took me away from my first instinct to create a spawn system using instantiate.
Furthermore, creating a dynamic targeting system for the homing missiles is new to me and became
quite enjoyable to implement.

Installation instructions
If playing from the build, after opening the .exe file please ensure the graphics setting is on ultra,
either windowed or full screen should be fine. If playing inside the project there shouldn’t be
anything needed to be set up, there are no tags being used. If you cannot see the earth or ship etc.
the background might be on the wrong layer which can happen when importing builds, if this is the
case set them to minus ten. Make sure you play in the scene “Level_1”.

Buildable unity project
I have emailed you a link to the one drive folder which holds the project folder and the asset
package.

URL: https://uelacmy.sharepoint.com/personal/u1707332_uel_ac_uk/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2F
u1707332_uel_ac_uk%2FDocuments%2FU1707332_MS5403_2DGame_Coursework

Instructions for playing
Use the “A” and “D” keys or the left and right arrow keys to move the player ship, use the space bar
to fire. If the player scores a multiplier of three or higher, indicated by the text UI object, they can
press the “F” key to fire Homing Missiles to lock onto and destroy the aliens. If the players multiplier
falls below three due to the player missing, then the ability to fire the missiles will be lost until the
next three times multiplier is achieved.

The aliens increase in speed as the rounds go on, as well as over time in the later stages to increase
difficulty.

Workshop references
During the sixth workshop we looked at arrays
and how they’re ability to store information can
be used in a multitude of ways. I used them in
conjunction with “for” loops to assign multiple
functions across all the objects held in the
array. For example, I needed to find an
individual position (which depended on the
individual positions of the objects previous
positions) to move each of the game objects to,
so I made another array of game objects which
spawned an empty object to hold a position
correlating to the first array’s individual objects.

During the first lecture we looked at
inheritance and how it is used to store
functions and variables to be used across
multiple classes. As I am using multiple classes
which use similar functions to move I created a
base class to house these similar functions
which saves on time and improves efficiency. I
also had my homing missiles inherit from the
players bullet class so they could use its on
trigger and do hit functions to effect the aliens,
score and themselves.

Design outline
The key classes used in the core gameplay are; the player ship, the bullet, the alien, the alien
children, the alien bullet and the game manager.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The player ship interacts with the bullet by setting its position and making it active
The Bullet interacts with the alien children by setting them and itself inactive
The bullet interacts with game manger by incrementing the score
The alien children interact with the alien bullet by instantiating them
The alien bullet interacts with the player ship by destroying itself and decrementing lives
The alien interacts with the alien children by moving them through its rotation

•

The game manager stores the score, the lives and the alien children

Below is a UML diagram depicting the core gameplay objects within the game scene and how they
interact with the player game manager and environment.

Below is a flow chart depicting the interactions between the Bullet and the Aliens, UFO’s, Defence
Walls and the edge of the screen. Below that, are screenshots of the scripts which implement these
decisions and processes. The comments in the images explain my thought processes.

In the Player Ship:

In the Bullet Script:

In the Game Manager:

Implementation outline
I will begin by creating the core gameplay using simple Unity supplied sprites and basic code. After I
have this in place I will add a score and lives system alongside win/fail states with basic Unity
supplied UI text and images. After testing these systems, I will add more complex interactions, such

as the homing missiles and the difficulty scaling. Finally, I will change the sprites to give the game
objects more meaning and implement a start/pause window to be called at game start and on the
player loosing.
During one of the workshops we created a screen wrap function used to recreate the arcade classic
Asteroids. I implemented and modified it slightly to affect the bullet and UFO reaching the edge of
the screen. I also used the method we looked at in class to create a singleton for my game manager.

Asset plan
I have sourced most of my 2D sprites from google images, after checking that they can be used
royalty free. Other than changing the scale of them they have not been modified in any way and
have all been implanted as children of their respected game object which uses them, this is to
ensure their transform can be modified easily without it affecting the parent objects collider. My
other sprites have been sourced from Unity’s asset store [1] and have been used in the same way. I
downloaded the free text font Atrox from Dafont [2] to use in my UI.

Scene Hierarchy
The Player is an object in the centre of the screen which
rotates, giving it’s the child the gun the illusion that it is
moving along the earth’s surface. The gun holds its sprite
and a box collider.
The bullet has a rigid body as there will only ever be one
of it in the scene, and a box collider.
The Alien effects its children in the same way, by
rotating. The game objects (alien’s) within it hold sprite
renderers and box colliders as well as their own script
which calls to interact if they hit something.

The Game Manger (GM) holds a box collider which is
used to call the aliens move closer function.
The UFO’s stay active in the scene and hold a box collider
to interact with the players Bullet.
The earth has a box collider and a rigid body to call the
GM’s loose function if I used a measurement of distance
it would slightly change depending on device screen size.
The defence walls are an empty object used to hold the
sprites which act as defence walls, they have box
colliders and an empty script which is used for the bullet
and the alien bullet to interact with.

The canvas Holds the score, lives, multiplier and fire
missiles prompt text as well as the pause window which
is set active on a loss, it holds the restart button and the
high score text.
The stars are a simple image to add depth to the
background, they are animated.
These Nebulas are the background images, one at
random is set active every time a new game is started.
The Homing Missiles stay in the scene, so they don’t take
up new memory on every spawn.

These empty Game Objects are spawned by the GM and
are used to hold each of the individual alien start
positions.

Animations for: Fire missiles prompt bloom, pause
window move onto screen and the stars slightly warp
and move.

Art holds all the 2D sprites found on Google images.

DinV holds the background images and the stars from
the Unity asset store.

Here the prefab folder holds the alien and its children,
the defence walls, earth, the player, the bullet, the UFO,
the missiles and game manager. These stay in the scene
and are never instantiated, they are prefabs in case
something happens to them in the scene during
development. The alien bullets, the alien hit effect, the
hit effect and the empty objects are all stored here to be
instantiated when needed.

I am only using one scene to save the time it can take
when switching between scenes.

The GM script is the only singleton, Player ship, Space
ship, Aliens and the defence walls all inherit from Move
which is an abstract class. The Homing Missiles inherit
from Bullet. The defence pieces script is empty and is
used as a component to be found by the Bullet, Homing
Missiles and the Alien Bullet scripts.

Use of Unity IDE
I have used a multitude of variables which are editable in the IDE, these consist of; floats to assign
speed. Integers to adjust the different score amounts given by NPC’s, game object references in
arrays as well as single instances. Furthermore, I have implemented the “Hide in Inspector” Keyword
so some of the public variables cannot be modified in the inspector, I have also used the key word
“Header” to give the developer an insight to what I expect them to fill in certain variable fields. As I
added any componants in code to save on performance during start up.

Test plan
I will test the game with multiple testing groups, this way I can ensure the changes are correct for
new players.
Test Group:
Group one

Their thoughts:
The circular nature feels quite
nice when you swing round and
line up a shot perfectly, but I
feel the speed increase over
time in later stages is too fast.

Implementations:
I will lessen the speed at
which the aliens increase
over time by half, as this
feels the best.

The start button doesn’t always
work when clicked.

I found that the fact it was a
child to an empty object was
interfering with it. I found
that button would only work
if the player clicked the area
of it which was covered by
its empty parent in world
space. I changed the scale of

Group two

Sometimes multiple homing
missiles destroy the same alien
which doesn’t feel very good

Group three

Good fun, would be cool if the
missiles flew around the earth
instead of flying over it or if they
did damage to player when this
happens.
Some players would accumulate
too many lives.

the empty transform to
cover the button which fixed
the problem.
I will give them a delay on
the lock-on affect so they
start homing in at different
speeds, furthermore I will
give them slightly different
speeds to keep them
separated even further.
Haven’t changed this due to
time constraints.

Have capped the max
number of lives to five.

This staggers the homing missiles meaning they are much less likely to destroy the same alien as another
missile.

I first added a function to be called in the alien’s script to increase their speed over time in the later difficulty
stages, but it didn’t work due to this function setting a speed depending upon difficulty. I added an if statement
inside the function which allowed the speed setting to be dynamic.

Here shows how I capped the lives in the update loop, I tried setting the lives to the max lives inside the if
statement but the function ‘update lives’ would overwrite it. So, I incorporated it here, which fixed the problem.
I could use a setter and getter here but this was easier for me to implement in the time given.

Gameplay screenshots
Here Highlights the title screen which doubles as the loose
game screen.
It shows from top to bottom; the game Logo (which I
intend to change for copyright reasons), the high score
and the play button.
I place the logo at the top of the screen to cover the score
and Lives Text this way it feels more like a title page
without needed to change the scene or the score/lives UI.
However, the multiplier text does still show which makes
it look messy.

This highlights the game in its playing state, at the top the
text indicates the players score and amount of lives.
Beneath that is the fire missiles prompt and then beneath
that is the players current multiplier.
In the centre is the earth which player ship moves around
surrounded by the four sets of defence walls.
Rotating around the earth are the aliens firing their
different coloured alien bullets at the player.

Here you can see the UFO moving down the right side of
the screen, as well as the fact that there are multiple
backgrounds to avoid the game feeling to repetitive.
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